Hong Kong Sustainable Seafood Coalition

Steering Committee Minutes
Date: 07 June 2021
Location: Zoom
Attendees:
1

HKSSC Chair

1

Technical Advisor (TA)

2

Secretariat

3

Steering Committee (SC)

2

External consultancy

Agenda:
1. TPB governance and membership proposals discussion
2. Feedback from SC on proposed changes to HKSSC governance and
membership
3. AOB

Summary of discussion:

1. Governance and membership proposals discussion
External consultancy (TPB) provided a walkthrough of its proposed governance and
membership structure prior to the Steering Committee meeting and raised several
questions for the SC to address. INcluded in this section is a brief overview of the draft
proposals to further develop the HKSSC; section 2 contains the SC feedback.
Governance structure
Objective: Expand Member Participation through revised governance structure
Considerations:
● Relevance of the Founding Governance Structure
● Acknowledge Founding Members initial and future roles
● Clarify roles and responsibilities of existing participants
● Expand opportunities for members to participate in operation
● Broaden decision making transparency
● Voting rights on the key decisions
● Future looking / readiness governance structure
● Time commitment expectations for different roles
● ”Steering Committee” name has a nautical theme - broaden role
● Membership status for committee and working group positions
● Frequency of Steering Committee meetings
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Proposed governance structure:

Membership structure
Objective: Develop a membership strategy to allow for wider participation from the
seafood value chain.
Considerations:
● Membership status for committee and working group positions
● Tiers of members, broader than just businesses who buy or sell seafood
● Organisations only or Associations and Alliances
● Participation of Government and NGOs through public webinars rather than as
members
● Business buying, selling or trading seafood in or through HK (and Macau)
Proposed membership structure:
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2. Feedback from SC on proposed changes to HKSSC governance and membership

Governance
Question/ discussion point

SC Feedback

Does the proposed structure
meet current needs and
perceived future needs?

Proposed structure is well received. Suggest to
keep Secretariat only (not Secretariat and
Secretary) as this function is time consuming and
will likely always be contracted out to a third party.
Ideally the SC will be member-led, however it
could take up to 5 years to grow the membership
base to allow for this.
Having members represent WGs in SC meetings
would be welcome, if members have the time.

Is up to 11 positions on the
Steering Committee suitable?

Yes.

Should the name “Steering
Committee” remain?

Yes.

Membership
Question/discussion point

SC feedback

Is the member the individual or
the business they are part of?
Are individuals welcome as
members?

Members are to be businesses and organisations,
not individuals who represent those entities.

Feedback on proposed member
tiers.

Proposed introduction of membership tiers was met
with scepticism:

Members should have to implement the VCoC.
This does not seem relevant for individuals.

Having allies in the broader seafood space could
be a good thing,
However, voting rights should only be provided to
members that have to implement the VCoCs.
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Corporate members can use the HKSSC as a
pre-competitive safe space where they engage
with peers and experts. Allowing others (e,g,
NGOs) to join may dissuade existing or potential
corporate members.
Fees

The tiers for fees that have previously been shared
remain relevant, however the pricing of those fees
may need to be revised upward. At the same time
it is important that the value gained from
membership is apparent to merit the fees.
Fees should be introduced from the end of 2021.

Other

3. AOB
○

Getting more members is a top priority, both to
support governance and also from a funding
source perspective.

Companies with Chinese operations in general have difficulties to conduct
supplier sustainability assessment due to lack of availability of information. One
possible solution is for HKSSC to arrange capacity building or awareness raising
workshops for suppliers. This will be raised with the SRA working group to gauge
initial feedback.
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